Jarvis: AI Virtual Assistant
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Abstract: "Jarvis" was the protagonist of Tony's Stark starring in the movie Iron Man. Unlike the first jokes when Jarvis was Stark's servant, Jarvis' movie version is a smart computer that communicates critical issues, monitors his family, and helps build and organize his hero's suit. In this project, Jarvis is a Digital Health Assistant who uses social media i.e., voice that creates two-way communication between people and his personnel Computer, performing various tasks such as calling and chatting on WhatsApp, taking notes, locating, etc. In our project, we use the word just as communication means that Jarvis is a Speech recognition program. The concept of speech technology combines two technologies: Synthesizer and vision. Speech synthesizer captures input and generates audio streams as output this is achieved using the pyttsx3 library accompanied by Speech function. Speech recognition. On the other hand, he did the opposite. It treats audio streaming as input and thus converts it into text writing and this output uses the Speech Recognition library accompanied by the TakeCommand function. The word is a symbol of endless knowledge. Direct analysis and integration of complex voice signal is due to the vast amount of information contained in the signal. Therefore, digital signal processes such as Feature Visibility and Feature Matching are introduced to represent the voice signal. For this project, we are directly using a speech engine that uses an output element such as Mel scaled frequency cepstral. The mel scale frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) obtained from the fourier transform and filter bank analysis are probably the most widely used in high-level speech recognition systems.

We aim to create more jobs that can help people in their daily lives and reduce their efforts as in this project we have introduced Chrome and Youtube Automation. In our test, we checked that all of this functionality works well. We test this on 2 speakers (1 female and 1 male) to find the exact motive for the speculation.
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